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December 6, 1983

Woody and Steina Vasulka
Route 6, Box 100
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501
Dear Woody and Steina :
I just wanted to put in writing our understanding with regard
to distribution of your work at this point . Your work will
not be listed in our catalog as available for distribution .
Each time a gig comes up I will refer them to you to discuss
whether we should accept it and on what terms . The Kitchen
will not be responsible for duplicating your work ; you will
provide us with dubs, and those dubs will either be returned
to you, or The Kitchen will compensate you for the cost of the
dubbing .
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Our first gig under these terms is at the University Community
Video in Minneapolis . They will screen the tape twice in special
evening screenings . The Kitchen is charging $100, and
you will receive $70 from that fee .
I've recently looked at
our dub of "The Commission" and it still looks pretty good .
Unless I hear otherwise, I will send that dub to UCV in the
spring .
One other matter : We would like to include your tapes in our
archive . At the moment we have on hand "Progeny", "In Search
of Castle", "Golden Voyage", "Artifacts", "Cantaloup", "Vocabulary",
"Matrix", "Digital Images", "Objects", and "Transformations" .
Inclusion in the archive would mean that these tapes could be
available during "Tapes By Request" and by special appointment .
Please let me,know if you would like us to include them in the
archive .

